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Nowadays, circular economy is becoming more relevant in society. In the context of the
automotive industry, we no longer simply work on emissions emitted during the vehicle use phase
but rather on the environmental impacts induced during all phases of the vehicle's life cycle
(manufacturing, logistics, use, maintenance and end of life). For this purpose, many automakers,
including the Group PSA, use life cycle assessment (LCA) to determine these environmental
impacts. Also, the economy of sharing is gradually established and follows innovative uses of the
car. New mobility systems emerge and compete with the classical system of sales of vehicles.
These new uses of the automobile mainly take the form of car-sharing. In the future, it will become
essential to evaluate these services from an environmental point of view.
Some studies of the use of car-sharing already demonstrate important consequences such as
reductions in the number of vehicles and in the number of kilometers traveled but also an increase
in the use of other means of transport. However, to my knowledge, there is no LCA-based method
to quantify the environmental benefit of the use of a car-sharing service in relation to the use of
vehicles for exclusive use by the owner but also which would eco-design these services and the
vehicles intended for these services.
As part of this six-month project, a LCA approach was implemented to a PSA B2C (business-toconsumers) car-sharing service called “Emov” with a fleet of 500 Citroën C-Zero electric vehicles.
The goal was to compare the use of Emov in Madrid, Spain with the urban use of a private Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicle and a battery electric vehicle for one user characterized by its
frequency, its average time and its average distance of use over a defined period. Thanks to a
modeling of the service on the LCA software Gabi and by controlling over the input parameters
related to the Emov service and the parameters related to the user's use of the service (variable
parameters), it was therefore possible to show the influence of these parameters on the final
results. Furthermore, it was possible to show also in which scenario it was more environmentally
beneficial to use the service rather than a private vehicle. For the study, six impact indicators were
chosen: the potentials for global warming, photochemical oxidation, air acidification, water
eutrophication, resource depletion and primary energy demand.
Using Emov’s big data to inform the service parameters and then varying the service user's usage
parameters, it was possible to conclude that whatever the user's urban mobility needs, it is more
beneficial to use the service than a private ICE vehicle for five of the six impact indicators. Only
the acidification potential indicator (SO2 equivalent) is worse when using the service, which can
be explained by the manufacture of the batteries of the Emov vehicles.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1) Context
A) The Group PSA
Groupe PSA (previously PSA Peugeot Citroën until 5 April 2016) [1], [8] (Peugeot Société
Anonyme) is a French car manufacturer that historically operates the Peugeot, Citroën, and DS car
brands. Since the acquisition of the European division of General Motors in March 2017, Groupe
PSA also operates Vauxhall and Opel car brands.
In 2016, the company ranks first in France, with 27.74% market share (30.12% in 2012) for the
Citroën, DS and Peugeot brands. In Europe, PSA Group ranked third in terms of market share with
9.78%. Globally, the group was the 10th automaker in 2014.
In 2016, the Group sold 3,146,382 vehicles, up 5.8%. PSA Hybrid4 places PSA in second place in
hybrid car sales in Europe in 2014. PSA is France's third-largest exporter in France, bringing in
4.721 billion euros (+5.3%), Industrial activities combined with the French trade balance in 2014.
As of 31 December 2015, the Chinese company Dongfeng, the French State and the Peugeot family
each hold 13.68% of the shares. In the first half of 2017, the State transferred its shares to the
public bank Bpifrance.
The Group's share is listed on the Paris stock exchange within the CAC 40 index.

B) Research, development, environment: The ENVironment Project service (PENV)
Since 2009, interest in life cycle analysis has grown internally within the Group following an
external demand for this type of study (rating agency, regulatory context, and strong
environmental communication among the other manufacturers).
In order to meet these demands, the ENVironment Project team (PENV) in the Paint, Materials
and Processes (PMXP) department has taken on the mission of eco-design and lifecycle analysis.
The main work of this team on life cycle analysis is: regulatory monitoring; Application and
continuous improvement of the life-cycle assessment (LCA) methodology of vehicles, parts or
innovations; The internal communication of LCA analyzes with the innovation and vehicle design
departments to know the impacts of the choices made, and externally to provide data to the annual
extra-financial report or rating agencies, for example.
In addition to life-cycle analyzes, the service ensures compliance with the REACh regulations[9]:
on the registration, evaluation, authorization and restriction of chemicals. PENV is also
responsible for collecting mass and material data required for the approval and monitoring of
recycling channels relating to the directive on End of Life Vehicles (ELV).
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C) Mobility services in Groupe PSA
Mobility is at the heart of the PSA Group's strategy. In order to meet the new challenges of
mobility, Groupe PSA is continuing the deployment of its strategic Push to Pass plan with the
construction of an ecosystem with about fifteen partners and developers.
Groupe PSA presents 4 development axes to support the Group's growth in mobility solutions,
with a target of € 300 million in sales by 2021:

1. B2C (Business-To-Consumers) Car Sharing with two public urban B2C car-sharing services:
Citroën Multicity Carsharing[10] in Berlin and Emov[6] in Madrid.

Figure 1 Multicity and Emov Logos

2. B2B car-sharing and fleet management.
3. After sales connected.
4. Intelligent Services and Big Data for the Automotive Industry.
To respond to the significant societal changes that are taking place and the emergence of new
collaborative uses, the PSA Group combines all of its connected services and mobility services
under a new brand, Free2Move.[11]

Figure 2 FreeToMove Logo

Free2Move implements PSA Group's ambition to become the first provider of global mobility in
2030.
Free2Move smartphone is an application which allows users to locate themselves and reserve
vehicles by different car-sharing service operators.
They have also the Free2MoveLease service that meets the needs of companies related to their
fleet of vehicles.
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2) Aim of the project

LCA is used by most car manufacturers to compare two generations of the same vehicle range, or
to assess the environmental relevance of a technological innovation. It can also be used in the
innovation phase to anticipate the risks of pollution transfer or to showcase environmentally
friendly solutions.
The automotive sector is part of mobility systems where the sale of the vehicle is no longer the
core business: there are innovative services such as car-sharing or carpooling. Car-sharing is “a
model of car rental where people rent cars for short periods of time, often by the hour. They are
attractive to customers who make only occasional use of a vehicle, as well as others who would
like occasional access to a vehicle of a different type than they use day-to-day. The organization
renting the cars may be a commercial business or the users may be organized as a company, public
agency, cooperative, or ad hoc grouping”[12]. The aim of this research project is to characterize
the environmental performance of these innovative solutions through life cycle assessment (LCA).
Whereas the subject of study of a LCA is conventionally a unitary object (for example, for an
automobile manufacturer, a complete vehicle or a part of a vehicle), the application of this
methodology to the study of a service makes the evaluation more complex, especially regarding
the functional approach: the vehicle as well as exclusive use by its owner does not have the same
function as the vehicle as well shared among different users.
The complexity of the LCA induced by the nature of the subject of study (a service instead of an
object) relating to the new mobility solutions therefore requires the opening of this research
project. Indeed, PSA proposed this subject of master-thesis. This project is part of the EcoSD[13]
network, whose main aim is to promote exchanges between researchers, between industry and
between researchers and industry, in order to create and disseminate knowledge in the field of
EcoSD -Ecodesign of Systems for Sustainable Development in France, and beyond the recognition of
French expertise in EcoSD internationally. The French Institute of Petroleum IFP Énergies
nouvelles[14] and the G-SCOP laboratory[15] in Grenoble are partners in this project. The
challenge of the mission will be to adapt the methodology of the LCA of a vehicle in order to realize
the LCA of services of mobility and in particularly LCA of car-sharing services.

Figure 3 EcoSD, G-Sscop, IFPEN and PSA logos

The issue of this master-thesis is the following:

How to carry out the environmental analysis of mobility services?
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This master’s thesis took place in the form of 6 months funding (internship) from February until
august 2017.
The two main goals are as follows:
1) Produce a methodological guide for the realization of mobility services (car-sharing) LCA
2) Carry out a case study by applying the LCA to car-sharing (Emov car-sharing PSA
service)
To achieve these goals, the tasks to be done are:
-

-

-

-

Bibliographic research on car-sharing and car-pooling
o

LCA studies

o

Models

Define a methodology for the LCA
o

Focus on functional unit, system boundary definition

o

Sensitive parameters

Test the methodology
o

From data from literature

o

From internal data

Write a methodological guide

In this present work, an attempt is made to find a method for applying LCA to a mobility service.
First, it is important to understand the LCA methodology applied to a product. Then, by studying
the PSS (product-service system) and performing a functional analysis of the latter, it is possible
to apply the LCA. In the last part of the report, a case study is presented. This is the LCA of the PSA
Emov Car-sharing service, the purpose of which is to compare the use of the service with the use
of a private vehicle for exclusive use by the owner from an environmental point of view; the idea
being whether this service is beneficial for the environment and under what conditions.
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3) Outline of the report

1) Chapter 2 covers the theoretical background. The LCA methodology is explained and
described in the case of the LCA of a Groupe PSA vehicle.
Chapter2 presents also the state of the art including what has been achieved in the
environmental analysis of PSS (Product-Service System) and mobility services. Then an
overview on the various car-sharing services is presented with a typology of car-sharing.
2) Chapter 3 presents a possible approach to the LCA methodology applied to the PSS
(product-service system) and car-sharing services with a study of the different
parameters involved.
Chapter 3 presents also the case study with the methodology for applying the LCA to the
Emov service, the data obtained from the partners associated with the parameters and the
various assumptions made.
3) Chapters 4 & 5 present the modeling of the Emov service on the LCA Gabi software as
well as the results obtained.
4) Chapter 6 finally presents the interpretations to be made as well as future perspectives
in order to improve the modeling and the relevance of the results.
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Chapter 2 Background
1) Presentation of life cycle assessment (LCA)
In this section, we describe in more detail the life cycle analysis, its principles, its objectives, and
the stages of its realization.

A) Life Cycle Assessment
What is a LCA?
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is a method of measuring and assessing the potential environmental
impacts of a product or service. LCA identifies and quantifies the physical flows of materials and
energies associated with human activities throughout the life of the products. After evaluating the
potential impacts, it allows the interpretation of the results obtained according to its initial
objectives. This standardized method is a recognized concept in an eco-design approach and its
robustness is based on a dual approach: global and multicriteria.
A global approach: the "life cycle"
The comprehensive approach is an approach that integrates all stages of a product's "cradle-tograve" life cycle. For each stage of the cycle, it is necessary to take into account all the incoming
and outgoing flows, the extraction of fossil or mineral raw materials necessary for the
manufacture of the product, distribution, use, up to its collection and disposal towards end-of-life
pathways, not to mention all phases of transport.

Figure 4 Vehicle Life Cycle
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A "multicriteria" approach
A LCA is based on several flow analysis criteria. Everything that goes into the product system and
everything that comes out of pollution is called "flow". Examples of inward flows include materials
and energy: iron, water, oil and gas. As for outflows, they may correspond to the waste produced,
the liquid discharged, the gaseous pollutants emitted, etc.
For each stage of the cycle, information on flows that correspond to indicators of potential
environmental impacts is collected. The term "potential" is important because the complexity of
the phenomena involved and their interactions are sources of uncertainty about the true value of
impacts.
A standardized method
The practice, dissemination and, above all, the standardization of the LCA at the international level
make it today a powerful and recognized tool. Developed in 1994, the ISO 14040 standard set the
methodological basis for this type of evaluation. It was accompanied by the ISO 14044 standard.
These two standards promote a harmonization of the methodology used, more robustness and
reliability of the results and a more formalized communication.
According to ISO 14040, LCA is a "compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and potential
environmental impacts of a product system during its life cycle".
Why do we need a LCA?
Life cycle thinking and results from LCA serve as basis for decision making to design more
environmentally friendly products. The objective of LCA is to present a global vision of the potential
impacts generated by a product in different situations. It is thus possible to simulate different
choices of design, processes, transport chains or valorization, etc. The strength of LCA is to restore
the complexity of the environment in order to avoid pollution transfers. This notion of transfer of
impact is found between the various stages of a product's life cycle, but also between different
indicators. Based on these two observations, the relevance of the global and multicriteria
approach of the LCA is justified.
How is an LCA performed?
According to ISO 14040 and ISO 14044[16], the life cycle analysis methodology is carried out in
four distinct and interdependent stages. This breakdown makes the method iterative and allows
for targeted changes.
The first step is to define the objectives of the LCA and the scope of the study. Other criteria such
as product functions, system boundaries and limits, calculation rules applied and functional unit
are also set in this section. The functional unit is the unit of measure used to evaluate the
service rendered by the product. It makes the analysis coherent and allows the results of
the LCA (impacts) to be reduced to a common unit to compare two products.
Second step is the life cycle inventory (LCI). The goal is to collect all the information about
incoming and outgoing material and energy flows during the life cycle stages of the product.
The third step is the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA). In other words, it is the translation, in
terms of environmental impact indicators, of the life cycle inventory.
20

The fourth stage includes the interpretation of significant issues; the verification of the results
considering completeness, sensitivity and consistency checks; and general conclusions with
limitations and recommendations.

Figure 5 LCA stages

Now that the life-cycle analysis approach is presented, we can explain how this approach is
integrated into the PSA Group.

B) LCA in Groupe PSA
Today Group PSA uses life cycle assessment (LCA) on their vehicles. This chapter provides a
summary of the LCA approach, including the LCA’s goal, the functional unit, the selected
environmental impact indicators, and finally an example of the outcome.
The Figure 6 below shows the impact indicators selected for the study.

Figure 6 Environmental impacts indicators
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Below, a summary of the protocol steps of the life cycle assessment performed by Groupe PSA can
be found.
Stage 1: Definition of the goals and scope of the study
1) Goals definition:
-Compare a Group vehicle to its successor from an environmental point of view; Comparison on
the reference flow (the old vehicle) which is a quantified amount of the product(s), necessary for
a specific product system (or Product-Service System) to deliver the performance described by
the functional unit.
-Evaluate a technological solution ‘s relevance.
2) Definition of the functional unit:
A common unit is used as a reference to express the environmental balance of a product. It makes
it possible to quantify the results of a LCA study in relation to the service rendered; Groupe PSA,
like other car manufacturers, uses this functional unit:
"Transporting people and goods over 150,000 km for 10 years";
Groupe PSA uses the consumption data and emissions on the current NEDC cycle[17] and the
recommendations followed ISO 14044.

Stage 2: Life Cycle Inventory
Groupe PSA collects all input and output data of the system studied for all life cycle’s stages. PSA
recovers the balance sheets concerning the manufacturing phase and obtains other data from
their suppliers.

Stage 3: Evaluation of the life cycle’s impact
Groupe PSA uses the "Gabi[7]" LCA software to translate the inventory data into potential
environmental impacts.
The challenges of the LCA and the mobility of the future:
Following the innovative uses of the car, it would be interesting to change paradigm starting from
the LCA of an exclusive owner use of the vehicle to the LCA of a shared use of the vehicle and the
LCA of mobility services. The aim would be to eco-design the services and the vehicles intended
for these services defining the right uses of the automobile with the right technological and energy
mix.
In the next chapter, a state of the art will be presented on what has already been done concerning
the environmental analysis of mobility services.
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2) State of the art
A) The consequences of car-sharing
First, in the literature there are many studies on the consequences of car-sharing on the
environment. These consequences may be direct or indirect.
Through field surveys that compare households using the Communauto[38] car-sharing service
and those who do not use it, car-sharing is shown to increase the use of public transport. Indeed,
the fact of taking the car-sharing would push to use more often the transports for displacements
that one would do in the car if one only used our private vehicle. It is also shown that car-sharing
would lead to a reduction in the kilometers traveled by users of mobility services.
Moreover, it is also shown that car-sharing leads to a reduction in automobile equipment and thus
participates in the reduction in the number of vehicles of households according to ADEME[58],
[59]. Car-sharing, coupled with other alternative modes, allows the user to gradually learn to
dispense with the private car. In addition, car-sharing would also be an alternative to the purchase
of a new private car.
Finally it is important to take into account the "rebound effect"[18]. The money saved through
car-sharing (among others) will generate other expenses and therefore other environmental
impacts to be considered. For example, savings can be used for air or other transportation, and if
the savings from car-sharing are used to take more air transport, total emissions become larger
than for a car user who does not use the car-sharing. A lifecycle analysis of a mobility service
should be done in conjunction with a household expenditure analysis: Input-Output Analysis
(IOA) that allows for this rebound effect to be taken into account.

B) LCA of mobility services
There are few articles on the environmental analysis of mobility services and the appropriate LCA
for these services. Nevertheless Le Feon[19] worked on the methodology of the LCA adapted to
the mobility. He proposed several functional units such as this: Enabling the mobility of
inhabitants of an urban area (+ 250,000 inhabitants) in France for 1 year. He has associated
functional intermediate units with this main functional unit, such as enabling commuting to an
urban area for 1 year with the idea of performing as many LCA as the type of movement.

Then a LCA was carried out for the Mobility CarSharing[55] service in Switzerland. They use the
MUBP'97 method as impact weighting method to have one reference unit of the effect on the
environment for all categories of impacts. They reduce all the impacts values to this common unit
(MUBP’97). In this study, they performed the LCA of all vehicles in the Mobility Carsharing fleet
and compared their MUBP'97 values to find the most suitable vehicle models for their fleet of their
service from an environmental point of view.
You can find below (figure 7) a table summarizing the state of the art.
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Figure 7 State of the art summary [18], [19], [33], [38], [55]

To conclude after this state of the art, today to our knowledge there are several shortcomings
about the lifecycle analysis of mobility services:
-

A lack of a method allowing taking into account the impacts linked to the phase of use of
the mobility service.
A lack of a methodology for applying LCA: functional unit, reference flow, system
boundaries.
A lack of method making possible to eco-design these services and the vehicles intended
for these services.
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C) Overview on the different car-sharing operators

In order to make the LCA of mobility services and more particularly of car-sharing services as it is
the case for the chosen case of study, it was necessary to carry out a review of the various services
of car-sharing available on the market and to emerge a typology. This makes it possible to
determine all the possible sources of environmental impacts of these services but also allows
defining the parameters that can occur in the LCA. It is a bottom-up method to determine the
general parameters of the car-sharing services. In the case study, a top-down approach will be
carried out in order to determine the specific parameters of the chosen service.
This shows that there are very different car-sharing services and therefore it will sometimes be
impossible to carry out a comparative LCA of such services. There are several categories of carsharing. There is, for example, B2C (business-to-consumer) car-sharing in a direct trace (with
trips from point A to point B) such as, for example, the "Autolib[20]" service in the Paris region or
the P2P (Peer–to-peer: between individuals customers) car-sharing, such as the "Koolicar[21]"
service.
We can find below a comparison according to several criteria between two models of car-sharing:
B2C and “peer-to-peer” (or C2C).

Figure 8 Comparison between Autolib & Koolicar

There are hundreds of other car-sharing services in the world and a dozen in France. And thanks
to a study of some of these services, it was possible to determine the criteria for describing the
services and to differentiate them. We can therefore find below the typology of car-sharing that
corresponds to this list of different criteria:
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List of criteria
Type of service

Type of trip
Key exchange
Trip distance and trip time
Reservation system
Categories of vehicles
Ownership of vehicles
Opening of vehicles
Number of charging stations
Web platform and / or smartphone
application
Fleet management
Fuel distribution
Vehicle cleaning
Service maintenance
Embedded technologies

Description of the criteria
The service can be a service between private
individuals (P2P), a professional service
(B2C) or a company’s fleet management
service (B2B).
The trips can be in direct trace (from point A
to point B) or in a loop (the vehicle must be
returned to the place where it was taken)
Need for a key exchange or not.
Average duration and average distance of
journeys made in the service
Means used in the service to reserve a vehicle
There may be only one vehicle model or
several models and even several vehicle
technologies (electric, thermal)
Vehicles may belong to the service or
individuals offering their vehicles.
Vehicles can open with a key or automatically
with a badge or a smartphone
The service has recharging stations or not
The services have a website, a smartphone
application or only operators
Trips made by maintenance crews of the
service to recharge the vehicles but also to
move them in strategic places.
The user must fill in the fuel tanks of the
vehicle or not
The vehicle is cleaned by cleaning crews or
not
The vehicles are serviced and repaired in the
event of a problem
Vehicles have embedded technologies that
must be installed or not

Table 1 Typology of carsharing services

•

Methodological point 1: For each car-sharing service studied, it is therefore important to
define all these criteria to determine how these criteria influence the environmental
impacts of the service and to find the sources of impacts.
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Chapter 3 Hypotheses

1)

LCA of PSS (Product-Service System)

PSS is defined as “a system of products, services, networks of players and supporting
infrastructure that continuously strives to be competitive, satisfy customer needs and have lower
environmental impact than traditional business models”.[22]
A mobility service is therefore a PSS. The approach to define the LCA methodology for car-sharing
services, and in particular the first phase of LCA (define the objectives of the LCA and the scope of
the study), was therefore to work first on the PSS LCA. After that the aim was to move from the
PSS to the car-sharing service.
In G-SCOP[15] laboratory in Grenoble, many researchers have worked on the definition of the
functional unit for PSS because, like the LCA of a unitary physical product, it is also fundamental
to define a functional unit to realize the LCA of a PSS. Indeed, the functional unit is at the heart of
life cycle assessment; it provides a reference in terms of elements to be assessed and identifies
the boundaries of the study. The functional unit should be, as far as possible, linked to the
functions of the product, service or PSS, rather than limited to the physical product. To evaluate
or compare a PSS offer with the sale of conventional products, it is necessary to define equivalent
functional units. With this in mind, J Amaya, A Lelah, P Zwolinski[33] proposed characterizing the
parameters involved in the functional unit by using the following elements of the PSS:
Parameters
1)Quality of the service (QoS) provided by
the PSS
2) Time for each use

3) Service provision time

4) Number of times the PSS is used

5) Total number of different users (U) of
the PSS

Description
This parameter is used to describe the
availability of the functionality offered in
terms of service.
The use of a product can be characterized by
a time or a quantity of use (distances, number
of cycles, time, etc.): here the use is converted
into time.
Service provision represents how long the
PSS offer is available on the market (due to
obsolescence of the product and of the
service). Service provision can be
characterized by a time or a quantity of use
(distance, frequency, etc.); here it is
converted into time.
Number of times the PSS is used (nu) by each
individual user during the service provision
time: the PSS offer is designed to increase the
number of times the PSS is used from an
economical point of view.
The PSS offer is designed for a certain
number of users from an economical point of
view.

Table 2 PSS functional unit parameters
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•

Methodological point 2: The aim was then to define the parameters related to these five
categories in the case of a car-sharing service. This is a top-down approach.

1) Quality of the service (QoS) provided by the PSS:
N: Number of vehicles available in service
Ntot: Total number of vehicles in the service during T
Tl: Lifetime of the shared vehicles
Tm: Total maintenance time during Tl for 1 vehicle
Ts: Total stand-by time during for 1 vehicle

2) Time for each use:
Tu: Average time of use by the users
Du : Average distance of use by the users

3) ) Service provision time (tsp):
T: Service provision time

4) Number of times the PSS is used (fu) by each individual user during the service
provision time:
fu: Number of times the PSS is used by each individual user during T

5) Total number of different users (U) of the PSS
U: Number of service users

6) Other parameters
In addition, it is possible to add parameters specific to the use of car-sharing vehicles such as:

Type: type of use (urban, extra-urban, peri-urban use, etc.) related to consumption
C_Elec: consumption of electricity
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ϵ : occupancy rate of shared vehicles (number of passengers per vehicle)
Dl: vehicle lifetime in km (mileage)

Then we can add other parameters related to the use of the service which are connected by
equations with the preceding parameters:

nutot: total number of uses of vehicles shared by users during T
𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑓𝑢 ∗ 𝑈

(1)

θ: rate of use of shared vehicles (%). Il s’agit du rapport entre le temps pendant lequel le
véhicule est utilisé sur le temps total.
𝜃=

𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑇𝑢
𝑇 (𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠) ∗ 𝑁 ∗ 1440

(2)

Dfleet: Total distance of the fleet (Ntot vehicles) during T
𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 = 𝐷𝑙(𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒) ∗ 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡

(3)

And finally, we can add parameters related to the use of the service by a defined user:

Du1: Average distance of use by this user
Tu1: Average time of use by this user
Nutot1: total number of uses of vehicles shared by this user
Dutot1: Total distance in the service by this user during T

The parameters required for the study are summarized in the table below. To carry out the
lifecycle assessement of a car-sharing service, it will be necessary to first determine all these
parameters relating to the service.
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Parameters
N
Ntot
Tl
Tu
Du
T
fu
U
Type
C_Elec
ϵ
Dl
nutot
θ
Dfleet
Du1
Tu1
Nutot1
Dutot1

Description
Number of vehicles available in service at
time t
Total number of vehicles in the service during
T
Lifetime of the shared vehicles
Average time of use by the users
Average distance of use by the users
Service provision time
Number of times the PSS is used by each
individual user during T
Number of service users
type of use (NEDC, urban NEDC, etc.) related
to consumption
consumption of electricity
occupancy rate of shared vehicles (number of
passengers per vehicle)
vehicle lifetime in km (mileage)
total number of uses of vehicles shared by
users during T
Rate of use of shared vehicles (%)
Total distance of the fleet during T
Average distance of use by one defined user
Average time of use by one defined user
total number of uses of vehicles shared by
one defined user during T
Total distance in the service by one defined
user during T

Table 3 Carsharing service functional unit parameters

•

Methodological point 3: For the case study, all these parameters must be determined
for the service chosen.
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2)

Case study

In the rest of this report, we are interested in studying a case study, the aim being to apply life
cycle analysis to a chosen car-sharing service. The objectives are mainly at the level of the
methodology of the first stage of the LCA and the definition of the objective, the functional unit
and the reference flow. Then the method of calculating the impacts related to the functional unit
will be explained. For this case study the service chosen is the Emov[6] car-sharing service in
Madrid. This choice is explained by the fact that it is a B2C service (Business to consumer) which
is very widespread nowadays in all major cities but also by the fact that this service is offered by
FreeToMove[11] the mobility brand of Groupe PSA. With this, it is possible to have access to many
useful data for the study including the big data related to the use of the service by the users. In
this chapter will first be presented the Emov service and then the methodology adopted for
carrying out the life cycle analysis.

A) Presentation of the Emov service

The Emov service offered by the Spanish company Eysa based in Madrid is the result of a strategic
alliance between Eysa[23] and Free2Move, the new brand of new mobility services of Groupe PSA.
In the first phase of deployment, Emov counts 500 Citroën C-Zero vehicles. The offer in "free
floating" allows the users to use a vehicle then to deposit it at their convenience where ever they
want in Madrid without worrying about bringing it to a recharging station. The perimeter covered
is one of the main assets of Emov. The Citroën C-Zero[24] can be used beyond the city center of
Madrid by serving a part of the outskirts of the city. Another advantage for the people of Madrid
is that this electric car can be parked free of charge at paid base sites. Emov already has 100,000
users in Madrid according to the French manufacturer and 68,000 active users (who have used
the service at least once).

Figure 9 Emov, FreeToMove and EYSA logos
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Below is the list of Emov service criteria adapted to the typology of car-sharing defined
previously in this report.
List of criteria
Type of service
Type of trip
Key exchange
Trip distance and trip time
Reservation system
Categories of vehicles
Ownership of vehicles
Opening of vehicles
Number of charging stations
Web platform and / or smartphone
application
Fleet management

Fuel distribution
Vehicle cleaning
Service maintenance
Embedded technologies

Service Emov
professional service (B2C)
-direct trace (from point A to point B)
-Free floating (without station)
No
Short distance and duration (about 6 km and
20 min)
Smartphone application
One electric vehicle: Citroen C-Zero (4passenger urban car)
Vehicles belong to the service
Vehicles can open with the smartphone app
No charging station on the streets
The services have a website, a smartphone
application
Trips made by maintenance crews of the
service to recharge the vehicles but also to
move them in strategic places. Each vehicle is
moved every day for the recharge.
Only electric recharge
The vehicle is cleaned by cleaning crews
every day
The vehicles are serviced and repaired in the
event of a problem
Vulog technology to locate vehicles and open
vehicles with smartphone (a box installed in
the vehicle)

Table 4 Emov criterias (typology)

•

Methodological point 4: These criteria are important to find the objective of the life cycle
analysis but also the potential sources of environmental impact of this service. One can
think of fleet management, the energy consumption of web servers, smartphone
applications or embedded technologies. Vehicle maintenance and cleaning can also be
added as a source of impacts. In this study, only the management of the fleet, the
movement of vehicles for vehicle recharging and their replacement on the road network,
will be considered as other sources of impacts (in addition to Vehicles themselves). This
choice is justified because the other possible sources are negligible in comparison with
this one. A more in-depth study would be of interest to know the share of responsibility of
the other sources on the impacts of the service.

The remainder of this chapter will focus on the LCA methodology applied to this case study.
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B) LCA methodology for the Emov service
1)

Definition of the goals and study’s scope

This step defines the objectives of the LCA, specifying how it will be applied: eco-design,
comparison or environmental declaration. The target of the study (internal or external to the
company) is specified at this stage, as well as how the results will be disclosed (for comparative
claims, for example). The scope of the study must also specify the functions of the product studied,
the functional unit chosen, the boundaries of the system studied and the limits of the study. It is
also at this stage that the different rules for the calculations applied to the study will be decided.

•

Methodological point 5: First, it is therefore very important to specify the purpose of the
study. In this case study, the ultimate objective is to be able to obtain a method allowing
to eco-design the services of self-sharing. However, it seems also important to show the
advantage of this type of mobility by comparing it from an environmental point of view
with the use of private vehicles for exclusive use by the owner. It would still be possible to
vary the input parameters of the service and therefore that the notion of eco-design would
be present in this study.

Knowing this, we can find below the objective of the LCA of the chosen Emov service and the
associated functional unit:

Aim of the LCA:
Compare the use of the Emov service’s shared vehicles with the exclusive use of owner’s
private vehicle, that fulfill the same urban mobility needs

Functional unit of the LCA:
Fulfill the urban mobility needs of one user described by the average time of use Tu1, the
average distance of use Du1, the total number of uses nutot1 and the total distance Dutot1
during the period of time T in Madrid, Spain
With the parameters associated with the user in the table below:

Table 5 Functional unit parameters

•

Methodological point 6: It is important to note that this functional unit applies both to
the Emov service and to a private vehicle used exclusively by the user. Indeed, it is
necessary for the functional unit to apply to the reference flow as well as to the flux to
which the reference flow is compared.
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In the case of the Emov service, the reference flow is:
The fleet of Ntot shared vehicles of the service (used in the service) during the period T
Where Ntot is the total number of service vehicles during T.
And this flow will be compared to the flow below:
A private vehicle used exclusively by its owner during the period T

C) Emov vehicle Description
Emov has chosen the Citroen C-Zero[24] as a vehicle for its
service. The C-zero is a city 4 seats 100% electric. It is powered
by an electric motor developing a power of 49 kW powered by a
lithium-ion battery with a capacity of 14.5 kWh, guarantee 8 years
or 100 000 km. This battery provides the energy needed to power
the engine, As well as air conditioning and heating system. Its
maximum speed is 130 km / h and its range of about 100-120 km.

Figure 10 Emov C-zero

According to FreeToMove, Emov wants to have a fleet of 500 vehicles available in their service
and they intend to keep the vehicles only for two years in the service to offer vehicles of good
quality. After these two years, they sell these vehicles which will no longer be used as part of the
car-sharing service. Assuming a ten-year life span for a C-zero vehicle, it will be used only two
years in the Emov service and 8 years out of service. Indeed, for the realization of the LCA of a
vehicle, Groupe PSA uses as criteria the duration of 10 years and the distance of 150,000 km for
the end of the life of a vehicle. Below is a diagram showing the number of Emov vehicles if the fleet
of 500 vehicles is renewed every two years. For example, for a ten-year service provision period,
the service will require 2500 vehicles.

Figure 11 Modeling of the number of vehicles
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D) Evaluation of the environmental impacts of the Emov vehicle
To evaluate the impacts of the Emov service, it is important to first assess the impacts of the Emov
shared vehicle. For this purpose, a LCA of the Emov vehicle was performed. The aim is therefore
to determine the environmental impacts of each stage of the Emov vehicle life cycle. This is like
the conventional LCA of a vehicle in Groupe PSA except that the lifecycle is changed. As can be
seen in the diagram below, the life cycle has two phases of use, one phase of use in the Emov
service (two years) and one phase of use outside the Emov service after sale of the vehicles (eight
years). Moreover, it is necessary to determine the distance traveled during these two phases of
use to determine their impacts. Below is the diagram of the life cycle of the Emov vehicle compared
to the life cycle of a conventional vehicle.

Figure 13 Conventional private vehicle life cycle

Figure 12 Emov vehicle life cycle

Thanks to the calculation of the distance traveled in use 1 and 2, it is therefore possible to
determine the impacts of the Emov vehicle throughout its life cycle. The results will be presented
in the next chapter.

•

Methodological point 7: The impact of the Emov vehicle on its life cycle cannot be fully
attributed to the Emov service since the vehicle is used only two years in service and then
sold. It was therefore important to consider the allocation of impacts related to this second
use of the after-sales vehicle.

How to allocate the 2nd use of vehicles Emov in terms of impacts to the 1st use in the service
Emov?
Indeed, it seems clear to take into account only the impacts related to the use of the vehicle in the
service and not the impacts related to the use after the two years however it is less obvious to
know if it is taken into account that the impacts related to the other phases of the life cycle
(manufacturing, logistics and end of life) are entirely attributed to the Emov service. Indeed, it
may seem logical to attribute only part of the impacts of the other phases of the cycle to the service
Emov knowing that the vehicle belongs only two years to the service. This problem of assignments
linked to several uses is a widespread problem in life cycle analysis and we must know that the
solution of this problem is very subjective. Therefore, two scenarios will be used later:
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Scenario A: 100% of the impacts of manufacturing, logistics and end-of-life vehicles are attributed
to the Emov service
Scenario B: We attribute only a part θ% of the impacts of manufacturing, logistics and end-of-life
vehicles to the Emov service.

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ θ =

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒1
𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒1 + 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒2

(4)

Where Duse1 and Duse2 are the distances traveled by the vehicle Emov respectively when using
1 in the service Emov and in use 2 after the sale.

•

Point methodological 8: It is therefore an allocation made on the distance traveled by the
vehicle.

These two scenarios are summarized and represented in the table and in the diagrams below.

Figure 14 Scenario A & B models

Figure 15 : Scenario A and scenario B models

With this method, it is therefore possible to determine the impacts of the Emov vehicle for the two
scenarios defined above. At this stage, it is obvious that the choice of the scenario will strongly
impact the final results because the impacts of the manufacture of the electric vehicle are very
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important and therefore the results will vary enormously if we attribute these impacts entirely to
the service or only a fraction.
As the impacts of the vehicle are determined, the methodology for assessing the impacts of the
service can be presented in the next chapter.

E) Study of the Emov parameters
•

Methodological point 9: In the previous chapter the parameters necessary for the LCA of
a car-sharing service were presented. In the case of study, it is necessary to inform these
parameters. Thanks to the big data of Emov it was possible to inform some of these
parameters related to the use of the service.

A list of these parameters can be found below. Some parameters are confidential and blacked.
Emov Data
Number of service users U
number of active clients U'
Average distance of use Dm
Average time of use Tm
Average number of uses per month per active user fu
Number of vehicles in service at time t N
use rate of the vehicles PEX θpup
Number total of uses per day

unit

km
min

%

value
100000
68000
6
19
2,2
500
13,2
4987

Table 6 Emov data

The value θuse1 corresponds to the percentage of use of Emov vehicles. This percentage
corresponds to the ratio of the duration of use of a vehicle over its lifetime. It should be noted that
a car-sharing vehicle is much more used than a private vehicle. Indeed, on average 95% of the
time a private vehicle is not used, it is in "stand-by". The value of this percentage in the case of a
private use exclusively by its owner is therefore on average 5%. Thereafter, the assumption of a
5% utilization percentage will be used for Emov vehicles during the second use (after the sale).
As part of the Emov service study, the value of this percentage for Emov vehicles in use 1 (in the
service) is calculated by the following formula:
𝜃𝑢𝑠𝑒1 =

𝑈 ′ ∗ 𝑓𝑢 ∗ 𝑇𝑚
𝑁 ∗ 24 ∗ 60 ∗ 30

(5)

It is also
𝜃𝑢𝑠𝑒2 = 5%

(6)

We can also add the value of the duration T (10 years), the value of the average power
consumption of the C-Zero vehicles and the vehicle occupancy rate of the service obtained from
the information from a field survey.
The values of the average distances traveled by the vehicle Emov in the service Duse1 and out of
service Duse2 are calculated by the following formulas:
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𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒1
∗ 𝐷𝑚 ∗ 𝜃𝑢𝑠𝑒1
𝑇𝑚
𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒2
𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒2 =
∗ 𝐷𝑚 ∗ 𝜃𝑢𝑠𝑒2
𝑇𝑚

(7)

𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒1 =

(8)

Finally, the value of the total distance Dfleet corresponding to the sum of the distances traveled in
the service Emov during T by the Ntot vehicles is simply calculated by this formula:
(9)

𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡 = 𝐷𝑢𝑠𝑒1 ∗ 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡

A complete list of the parameters used for the LCA with their values can be found in the table
below. Some parameters are confidential and blacked.
parameters
Service provision time T
Number of service users U
number of active clients U'
Average distance of use Dm
Average time of use Tm
Electricity consumption C_elec
Average number of uses per month per active user fu
use rate of the Emov vehicles after sales θuse2
occupancy rate of shared vehicles ϵ
Number of vehicles in service at time t N
Number total of vehicles in service during T Ntot
Lifetime emov vehicle out of service after sales Tuse2
Lifetime emov vehicle in the service Tuse1
use rate of the Emov vehicles θuse1
distance of 1 vehicle during Tuse1 Duse1
distance of 1 vehicle during Tuse2 Duse2
Total distance fleet during T Dfleet

unit
years

km
min
KWh
%
passengers/ vehicle

years
years
%
km
km
km

value
10
100000
68000
6
19
10,7
2,2
5
1,87
500
2500
8
2
13,2
43683
66392
109207500

Table 7 Emov parameters

Thanks to these parameters it will be possible to calculate the impacts of the service Emov over
the duration T.

F) Emov service impact assessment methodology
After determining the impacts of the shared vehicle of the Emov service, the aim is now to
determine the service impacts related to the functional unit defined previously and recalled
below.

Fulfill the urban mobility needs of one user (Tu1, Du1, nutot1, Dutot1) during T in
Madrid
The approach was therefore to evaluate the environmental impacts of the service during the
period T and then to reduce to the functional unit. In this case, the impacts of the service were
summarized to the impacts of the service fleet during the T-period and to the impacts related to
fleet management.
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a) Impacts of the fleet

•

Methodological point 10: The impacts of the fleet are simply calculated by the impacts of
the vehicle Emov multiplied by the total number of Emov vehicles present in the fleet
during the period T.

The vehicles being renewed every two years and assuming a quantity of vehicles available in
constant service (equal to 500 vehicles), the total number of vehicles in the fleet over the period
T is deduced therefrom. For example, for a period of 10 years, it is concluded that there will be
2,500 vehicles (500 new vehicles every two years) in total in the fleet.
Moreover, we can also have the dependence of the impacts of the fleet on the parameters of the
study thanks to the equations below:
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑜𝑓 1 𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑣 𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 = 𝑓( 𝐷𝑚, 𝑇𝑚, 𝑈 ′ , 𝑓𝑢, 𝑁, 𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒1, 𝑇𝑢𝑠𝑒2, 𝜃𝑢𝑠𝑒2, 𝐶_𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐)

(10)

𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒇𝒍𝒆𝒆𝒕 = 𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕 ∗ 𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒕 𝒐𝒇 𝟏 𝑬𝒎𝒐𝒗 𝑽𝒆𝒉𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆

(11)

And

Where the functions f expresses a relation between the parameters in parentheses.
b) Impacts of fleet management
In this case study, only the impacts of fleet management were taken into account in addition to
the vehicles themselves. Indeed, it should be noted that in the case of a free-floating service it is
necessary to have maintenance crews who are in charge of moving the vehicles to recharge them
and then placing them on the road to strategic locations. According to Emov, each vehicle is moved
to be recharged once a day and this represents on average 8 km per vehicle per day. To calculate
the impacts related to fleet management, it is necessary to calculate the impacts relating to a trip
of 8 km per day per vehicle multiplied by the number of days in period T and by the total number
of vehicles in the fleet. For example, for a vehicle which remains two years in the service, this
corresponds to 5840 km, which is in addition to the mileage made by the users of the service.

c) Other Sources of Impact

•

Methodological point 11: In the case of study, no other source of impacts has been added
however if it is desired to add, it would be wise to calculate these impacts and to weigh
these impacts for one use of the service. This would make it possible to simply calculate
the impacts of this source relative to a user by knowing the number of uses of this user.

d) Determination of impacts referring to the functional unit
By adding the impacts of the fleet of the vehicle and the impacts related to the management of the
fleet, the impacts of the service are obtained over a period T. Then the objective was to determine
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the impacts corresponding to the functional unit. In the latter, the total distance traveled in the
service by the user over the period T Dutot1 is found therein. The weighting method chosen to
determine the impacts related to the functional unit is based on the mileage traveled. Indeed,
knowing the total distance of the fleet during T Dfleet, one can calculate the ratio α corresponding
to the distance Dutot1 on Dfleet.
𝛼=

•

𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1
𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡

(12)

Methodological point 12: By multiplying the impacts of the service by α we thus obtain
the impacts of the service Emov corresponding to the functional unit.

Note:
If other sources of impacts are taken into account, reduced to one use of the service, it is sufficient
to multiply this value by nutot1 (the number of uses expressed in the functional unit) and to add
this value to obtain the impacts of the service relating to the functional unit.
We thus obtain the dependence on the following parameters:
𝑰𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒔 𝒐𝒇 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝑬𝒎𝒐𝒗 𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝒕𝒐 𝒕𝒉𝒆 𝒇𝒖𝒏𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕
= 𝒇( 𝑫𝒎, 𝑻𝒎, 𝑼′ , 𝒇𝒖, 𝑵, 𝑻𝒖𝒔𝒆𝟏, 𝑻𝒖𝒔𝒆𝟐, 𝜽𝒖𝒔𝒆𝟐, 𝑪_𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄, 𝑵𝒕𝒐𝒕, 𝑻, 𝜶, 𝒏𝒖𝒕𝒐𝒕𝟏)

Where the function f expresses relations between the parameters in parentheses.
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(13)

Below is a diagram summarizing the method of calculating the service impacts related to the
functional unit.

Figure 16 Method of calculating the service impacts related to the functional unit

G) Selected Environmental Impact Indicators for the study
As with vehicle life cycle assessment, it is necessary to select the environmental impact indicators.
An environmental indicator is an indicator that assesses the state of the environment,
environmental pressures and responses. The impact indicators commonly used in life cycle
assessment are about a dozen, focusing on air quality, water quality, human health and resource
depletion. In the case study, the chosen indicators are the same as those used for the unit vehicle
life cycle assessment in Groupe PSA (see figure 6). Six impact indicators were chosen: potential
for global warming (GWP), photochemical oxidation (POCP), air acidification (AP), water
eutrophication (EP), resource depletion (ADP) and demand of primary energy. All the results of
the life cycle assessment are expressed according to these indicators.
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H) Comparison of the use of the service with the use of a private vehicle
Knowing that the aim of the LCA was to compare the impact of the private vehicle with respect to
the functional unit, it was necessary to find a method for calculating the impacts of the private
vehicle referring to the functional unit.
Initially, two models of vehicles were chosen as private vehicles for comparison: an electric
vehicle “BEV” and an ICE (Internal combustion engine) vehicle “ICEV” with the same size than the
C-zero.
The choice of the electric vehicle is explained by the desire to make the comparison of the use of
this model of vehicle in the service Emov with the private use exclusively by its owner of this same
model of vehicle. The choice of the model of the ICE vehicle is explained by the fact that it is also
essential to compare the use of the service with the use of a private ICE vehicle equivalent in size
to C-zero. Moreover, the choice of PSA vehicles is simply explained by the ease of access to the
data which will make it possible to carry out the LCA of these vehicles. Indeed, it was possible to
recover the values of the impacts of the manufacturing, logistics, maintenance and end-of-life
phases of these two vehicles.
It was therefore necessary to model the phase of use considering the functional unit chosen. To
do this, the assumption was to model the phase of use by the use of the private vehicle over a
distance Dutot1 (from the functional unit) according to the urban NEDC cycle[17]. Below (figure
18), we can find the representation of the NEDC cycle, the urban NEDC cycle corresponding only
to the first 800 seconds of the complete cycle.

Figure 17 NEDC cycle

•

Methodological point 13: We can also find below the assumption realized for the
calculation of impacts corresponding to the use of the private vehicle exclusively by the
user referring to the functional unit as well as a modeling.
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Figure 19 Private vehicle modelling

Figure 18 Private vehicle life cycle

Figure 20 Functional unit parameters

This method thus makes it possible to obtain the environmental impacts generated by the design
of an electric vehicle BEV or an ICE vehicle ICEV (manufacturing, logistics, maintenance and end
of life) vehicle making it possible to traverse the Dutot1 km corresponding to the functional unit
that the user would have performed using the Emov service.
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Chapter 4 Modelling of the Emov service
Following the theoretical part, it was necessary to model the Emov service on lifecycle assessment
software in order to know the environmental impacts of the service, the impacts of the service
associated with the functional unit and the impacts related to the use of a private vehicle for
exclusive use by the owner associated with the functional unit. The software chosen for modeling
is Gabi[7]. This is the software used by Groupe PSA to perform vehicle life cycle assessment. The
software makes it easy to model the vehicle Emov and the private vehicle as well as the service. It
also allows implementing the parameters defined in the previous chapters. In this section, we will
present the Gabi software, the modeling method with the parameters involved and the modeling
hypotheses.

1) The Gabi software

Figure 21 Gabi software logo

GaBi is a lifecycle assessment tool that enables the development of eco-designed products in the
following situations:

1) Lifecycle Environmental Assessment:
2) Lifecycle Cost Assessment
3) Lifecycle Communication
4) Social Lifecycle Assessment

GaBi models each element of a product or system from a lifecycle perspective. GaBi also integrates
an easily accessible and constantly updated database that details the environmental impact,
energy and costs generated by each component of a manufactured product. Environmental impact
assessment can be done for each stage of the life cycle (manufacturing, transport, end of life) and
for various scenarios to determine the best eco-design scenarios.
Because of Groupe PSA had the license Gabi, it was possible to use it in the framework of the
modeling of the service Emov. In addition, Gabi models of existing Groupe PSA vehicles served as
inspiration in the modeling of Emov's vehicle. In fact, Gabi models of ICE vehicles could be used
and modified in order to realize the model Gabi of the Emov vehicle.
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2) Modeling method
•

Methodological point 14: The modeling method on the Gabi software was done in three
steps:

A) the modeling of the Emov vehicle
In order to model the Emov vehicle, it was necessary to model the phases of the life cycle of the
vehicle. In GaBi, the various stages of the life cycle are modeled by plans. A plan may contain one
or more other plans or processes.
Concerning the manufacturing and logistics phase, the data on the environmental impact values
of the electric vehicle calculated by the ADEME[27] were used. For the phase of use the electricity
consumption of the C-zero vehicles was used and the Spanish electric mix was chosen as a source
of electricity since the Emov service is in Madrid. In addition, the two uses of the Emov vehicle
(corresponding to its use in the service and then its non-service use after the sale) were separated.
Lastly, regarding the end of life of the vehicle, the regulation of end-of-life vehicles[28] was used:
85% of the mass of the vehicle recycled, 10% valued and 5% buried.

B) The modeling of the Emov service
To model the service, it was simply necessary to model the fact that the service corresponded to
the fleet of vehicles, i.e. the total number of Emov vehicles, plus the management of the fleet. We
simply parameterized the number of vehicles in the service and then model the fleet management
considering that each vehicle carried out 8 km per day for management.
Below is a list of the parameters involved in the software GaBi concerning the modeling of the
service.

Figure 22 Gabi modeling of the service parameters
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We see the parameters seen in the previous part with different names (see below). The occupancy
rate of the vehicles was not taken into account in the study because in the functional unit it refers
to a single user.

Figure 23 Emov service parameters

Concerning the calculation of the impacts referring to the functional unit, other parameters have
therefore been added which can be found below. These parameters correspond to those defined
in the functional unit.

Figure 24 Gabi modeling functional unit parameters

Note: The parameter theta_use1 corresponds to the parameter α defined in the previous chapter
which allows passing from the impacts of the service to the impacts corresponding to the
functional unit:
𝛼=

𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1
𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡

(14)

C) Modeling of private vehicles for exclusive use by the owner
After modeling the Emov service, it was necessary to model the two models of private vehicles, an
electric vehicle and an type B internal combustion engine vehicle (ICE vehicle), to compare the
use of the service with the use of a private vehicle according to the functional unit. For the
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modeling of the C-zero vehicle, the model created within the framework of the service could be
reused by modifying only the phase of use to correspond to a use referring to the functional unit
(i.e. Dutot1 km traveled). While for the modeling of the ICE vehicle, the model Gabi of the Groupe
PSA vehicle could be recovered. The manufacturing, logistics, maintenance and end-of-life phases
were retained while the use phase had once again to be adapted to match the use of the vehicle
defined in the functional unit. In addition, it has been necessary to parameterize this phase of use
for an urban use of the vehicle and therefore choose a consumption of gasoline and emissions in
use phase adapted. The modeling of these two vehicles made it possible to obtain the
environmental impacts of the use of these two private vehicles in exclusive use by the owner
according to the functional unit chosen.
In the next chapter, we will present the results obtained with this modeling.
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Chapter 5 Results
In this chapter will be presented the results of the modeling on the life cycle analysis software
Gabi. Several types of results will be presented in this section:
1) The results of environmental impacts of the life cycles of the Emov electric vehicle and of the
ICE vehicle will be shown. This will give an idea of the actual impacts of an electric vehicle that is
often presented as a "zero emission" vehicle[29] in use phase.
2) The impact results of the Emov vehicle will be presented according to the scenario of taking
into account the second use (seen in the theoretical part).
3) Emov impact results over a ten-year period showing the share of responsibility for each impact
source (vehicle manufacturing, vehicle use, vehicle end-of-life and service fleet management).
4) The results of service impacts relating to three different functional units highlighted by
comparing them with the results of impacts related to the use of a private ICE or electric vehicle.
5) The sensitivity analysis results of the service parameters. The aim is to show the influence of
some of the parameters on the results of service impacts.

1) Electric Vehicle Impact Results
At first it seemed interesting to present the environmental impact results of the Emov electric
vehicle over its life cycle. Indeed, electric vehicles are often presented as "zero emission" vehicles,
but taking into account the life cycle of an electric vehicle, it is realized that the production of
electricity as well as the manufacture of batteries lead to many impacts. The values of impacts of
the Emov vehicle can thus be found below for the manufacturing, use and end-of-life phases of its
life cycle. For the study, six impact indicators were chosen: potential for global warming (GPW),
photochemical oxidation (POCP), air acidification (AP), water eutrophication (EP), resource
depletion (ADP) and demand of primary energy.
In addition, we considered the functional unit used in PSA for the LCA of unit vehicles which is:
"Transporting people and goods over 150,000 km for 10 years"
The unit of values is the kilogram for the first five impact indicators and the megajoule for the
primary energy demand.
Emov Vehicle 150 000 km ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
Manufacturing & Log
0,2953
57,6
2,68
6670
5,27
122400
manufacturing base
0,225
13
1
3000
1,8
10000
manufacturing battery
0,0703
42,6
1,48
3170
2,27
50000
assembly & log
2
0,2
500
1,2
62400
Use
0,00331928 14,6764607
1,623502077 5464,094161
1,047554139
170205,304
End of life
6,5936E-06 0,06787793
0,058758416 184,6276887
0,015815372
117,954
Life cycle
0,29862587 72,3443386
4,362260493 12318,72185
6,333369511
292723,258

Table 8 Emov vehicle Impacts results
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Figure 25 Electric Vehicle Impacts results

In order to better interpret these values, these impacts were compared with those of a type B
internal combustion engine vehicle (ICE vehicle). The impact values of the ICE vehicle and the
diagrams used to compare the impacts of the two vehicles can therefore be found.

ICE vehicle 150 000 km
ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
Manufacturing & Logistic
0,18
17,2
1,46
4260
2,29
80988
Use
0,031367004 21,3197789
4,014047016 19754,34913
8,208302137
348845
End of life
0,12
0,05
228
0,0208
768
Life cycle
0,211367004 38,6397789
5,524047016 24242,34913
10,51910214
430601
Table 9 ICE vehicle Impacts results

Figure 26 ICE vehicle Impacts results
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Figure 27 Emov vehicle impacts vs ICE vehicle impacts results

Indeed, the electric vehicle is far from being "zero emission" over its life cycle. Even though it emits
very little emission in use phase compared with the ICE vehicle, it remains less efficient from an
environmental point of view on two indicators that are the depletion of resources and the
acidification of the air. This is due to the manufacture of the vehicle (for the depletion of resources)
and particularly to the manufacture of the batteries regarding the potential of acidification of the
air. So, there is a big challenge today in designing the batteries to get fewer impacts during this
phase. However, regarding the indicator of the global warming potential (CO2 equivalent), the
electric vehicle far surpasses the internal combustion vehicle and this is the great advantage of
using such a vehicle. As a reminder, the electricity used to recharge the electric vehicle
corresponds to the Spanish electric mix. Indeed, the results would be different by using an electric
mix of another country like that of Germany for example.

2) Emov vehicle Impact Results
This section is devoted to the environmental impact results of the Emov vehicle. The aim was
therefore to determine the impact of the Emov vehicle that is attributed to the service. It is recalled
that previously two scenarios have been defined to determine what these impacts are. These two
scenarios are listed below. It is recalled that in the second scenario, it is attributed that a fraction
of the environmental impacts of the manufacture, logistics and end of life of the vehicles to the
service Emov because after only two years the vehicles of Emov are sold and no longer belong to
the service.
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Figure 28 Scenario 1 ans scenario 2 modeling

The values of the impacts of the Emov vehicle for the two scenarios are given below with a diagram
which compares these two scenarios.
emov vehicle scenario 1 ADP Sb-Eq
AP SO2-Eq
EP Phosphate-Eq
GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-EqPrimary energy
Manuf & Log
0,2953
57,6
2,68
6670
5,274
122400
Use
0,000969118 4,284081404 0,474245115 1598,631991
0,306750563
49740,02083
End of life
6,59365E-06 0,067877933 0,058758416 184,6276887
0,015815372
117,9471462
Life cycle
0,296275712 61,95195934 3,213003531
8453,25968
5,596565935
172257,968

Table 10 Emov vehicle scenario 1 results

emov vehicle scenario 2 ADP Sb-Eq
AP SO2-Eq
EP Phosphate-Eq
GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-EqPrimary energy
Manuf & Log
0,1172
22,854
1,0644
2649
2,094
48670
Use
0,000969118 4,284081404 0,474245115 1598,631991
0,306750563
49740,02083
End of life
2,61768E-06 0,026947539 0,023327091
73,2971924
0,006278703
46,82501706
Life cycle
0,118171736 27,16502894 1,561972206 4320,929184
2,407029265
98456,84584

Table 11 Emov vehicle scenario 2 results

Figure 29 Scenario 1 and scenario comparison

It can therefore be concluded that, depending on the scenario chosen, the impact values are very
different. This is since only part of the impacts of vehicle manufacturing is attributed to service in
Scenario 2 while the impacts of this phase are attributed entirely to service in Scenario 1. Given
that for Service impacts this difference will multiply by the number of vehicles in the service fleet,
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the deviations will be enormous. It is therefore important to present the results of the two
scenarios and to explain such differences between these results.

3) Impacts of the service for 10 years
This part of the chapter is devoted to the environmental impacts of the service over a period of
ten years with a total of 2500 vehicles (500 every two years). The theoretical part and the
modeling which make it possible to obtain these impacts have been presented in the previous
chapters. It should be recalled that only the fleet of vehicles and the management of this fleet were
taken into account as sources of impact of the service. The aim is therefore to show in this section
the part of the impacts linked to the various sources of impacts, which are therefore the
manufacture of vehicles, the use of vehicles, the end of vehicles and the management of the fleet.
These results are presented for the two selected scenarios for attributing vehicle impacts to
service. We therefore find below the values of the impacts of the service.

a) The results for the scenario 1
emov scenario 1
Service
Vehicles
Manuf & Log of the vehicles
Use of the vehicles
End of life of the vehicles
Fleet management

ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
741,012027 156307,082
8190,336139 21663992,62
14093,1493
447185486,5
740,689291 154879,947
8032,514232 21133167,38
13991,41832
430645486,5
738,25
144000
6700
16675000
13185
306000000
2,42280644 10710,2524
1185,618192 3996598,157
766,8798904
124350618,6
0,01648412 169,694832
146,8960404 461569,2217
39,53843087
294867,8656
0,3227362 1427,13524
157,8219067 530825,246
101,7309764
16540000

Table 12 Impacts of the service scenario 1 results

Figure 30 Impacts of the service scenario 1 results
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b) The results for the scenario 2

emov scenario 2
Service
Vehicles
Manuf & Log of the vehicles
Use of the vehicles
End of life of the vehicles
Fleet management

ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
295,452084 69384,7311
4061,735824 11336597,25
6124,301702
262446719
295,129348 67957,5958
3903,913917
10805772
6022,570725
245903803,6
292,7
57180
2660
6626000
5240
121436166,6
2,42280644 10710,2524
1185,618192 3996598,157
766,8798904
124350618,6
0,00654173 67,3434311
58,29572565 183173,8462
15,6908349
117018,3767
0,3227362 1427,13524
157,8219067 530825,246
101,7309764
16542915,37

Table 13 Impacts of the service scenario 2 results

Figure 31 Impacts of the service scenario 2 results

Vehicles are the main source of service impacts, yet fleet management is far from negligible and
in the scenario 2 where the impacts of the vehicle manufacturing phase are less.

4) Impacts of the service relating to the functional unit
In this section, we find the results of the environmental impacts of the service brought back to the
functional unit. The functional unit is recalled below.

Fulfill the urban mobility needs of one user (Tu1, Du1, nutot1, Dutot1) during T in
Madrid, Spain
The objective was to obtain the results of service impacts for three different functional units. Next,
the aim was to compare these impacts with the impacts associated with the use of a private
(internal combustion and electric) vehicle for exclusive use by the owner for the three functional
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units. These 3 functional units can be found in the table below. Each functional unit represents a
user.

Table 14 Functional units A,B and C parameters

User A uses the service 20 times a month (once a weekday) for 10 years and his average trip
distance is 6 km. User B uses the service 40 times per month (twice a day on weekdays) for 10
years and has an average distance of 8 km. Finally, user C uses the service 60 per month (twice a
day during the week and the weekend) for 10 years and its average distance of use is 8 km. The
aim is to show for these 3 users whether it is preferable from an environmental point of view to
make these urban trips using the Emov service or to use a private vehicle (the ICE vehicle model
or the electric model C -zero) for exclusive use by the owner for these urban trips. For each user,
the results of the use of Scenario 1 service (without allocation for the second use for Emov
vehicles), the use of Scenario 2 (with second use allocation), The use of a private ICE vehicle and
the use of a private electric vehicle C-zero. The units are the kilogram for the first five indicators
and the megajoule for the primary energy demand. It also provides diagrams that allow an
environmental comparison of the use of the service with the use of a private vehicle for each
functional unit.

a) Results for the functional unit A
Functional unit A 14400km ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
emov scenario 1
0,0978
20,9
1,11
2960
1,88
62000
emov scenario 2
0,0391
9,41
0,565
1590
0,826
37700
Private ICE vehicle
0,21
20,4
1,96
6740
3,22
123800
Private electric vehicle
0,296
59,1
2,9
7390
5,39
138960

Table 15 Impacts functional unit A results

Figure 32 Functional unit A: service vs private ICE vehicle results
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Figure 33 Functional unit A: service vs private electric vehicle results

For user A, whatever scenario is chosen for service impacts, it is preferable for the environment
to use the service rather than a private vehicle.

b) Results for the functional unit B

Functional unit B 38400km ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
emov scenario 1
0,261
55
2,88
7620
4,96
157400
emov scenario 2
0,104
24,4
1,43
3980
2,15
92300
Private ICE vehicle
0,21
23,7
2,59
9840
4,51
178100
Private electric vehicle
0,296
61,4
3,16
8250
5,56
166000

Table 16 Impacts functional unit B results

Figure 34 Functional unit B: service vs private ICE vehicle results
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Figure 35 Functional unit B: service vs private electric vehicle results

For the functional unit B, it is better to use the service than a private electric vehicle. The same
result is obtained for the use of a private-combustion vehicle compared to the use of the scenario
2 service. However, if Scenario 1 is chosen for the service (without a second use assignment), the
service seems less beneficial for four indicators: the potential for eutrophication of the water, the
potential for depletion of resources, the potential for depletion of resources but above all the
potential for acidification of the air.

c) Results for the functional unit C

Functional unit C 57600km ADP Sb-Eq AP SO2-Eq
emov scenario 1
0,391
emov scenario 2
0,156
Private ICE vehicle
0,211
Private electric vehicle
0,297

82,4
36,6
26,2
63,3

EP Phosphate-Eq GWP CO2-Eq POCP Ethene-Eq Primary energy
4,32
11400
7,43
236100
2,14
5970
3,23
138400
3,09
12300
5,54
221000
3,36
8960
5,69
187800

Table 17 Impacts functional unit C results

Figure 36 Functional unit C: service vs private ICE vehicle results
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Figure 37 Functional unit C: service vs private electric vehicle results

Finally, regarding user C, the benefits of using the service are much less obvious. If Scenario 2 is
used to evaluate service impacts, the use of the service remains environmentally beneficial when
compared to the use of a private vehicle. This benefit is clear regarding the comparison with the
use of the private electric vehicle but less with the use of the private internal combustion vehicle.
It is even more harmful to use the service than the ICE vehicle regarding the potential for
acidification. However, if Scenario 1 is used to assess the impact of the service, it is preferable to
use a private vehicle for exclusive use by the owner for these mobility needs (corresponding to
57,600 km in 10 years).
It is therefore concluded that there is a threshold of use from which it is less beneficial to use the
service. This threshold of use is explained by the methodological choice of evaluation of the
impacts of the use of the service and the private vehicle corresponding to the functional unit. To
determine the impacts of service use related to the functional unit, it was necessary to first
determine the impacts of the service over a period T (same as that in the functional unit) thanks
to the service parameters. These impacts of the service being constant, the impacts related to the
functional unit are obtained by multiplying the impacts of the service by the coefficient α related
to the distance of use of the user described in the functional unit.
It can therefore be deduced that the function representing the impacts related to a functional unit
as a function of α (and thus of Dutot1 as well) is a linear function.
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1) = 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 ∗

With

𝐾1 =

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡

𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1
𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡

(Constant)

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1) = 𝐾1 ∗ 𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1
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(15)

(16)

(17)

Figure 38 Curve of the impacts of the service related to the funcional unit

This graph (Figure 39) means that the impacts of the user of the service are proportional to its use
and therefore the more it uses the service and the more it is attributed impacts related to the
manufacture of service vehicles, their manufacture and their end of life and to the management of
the fleet.
However, to determine the impacts of the use of a private vehicle linked to a functional unit, the
impacts of vehicle manufacture and end-of-life are attributed directly whatever the use and so the
functional unit. So, the impacts of vehicle manufacturing (and end of life) attributed to user A, B
and C will be the same. The function that describes the impacts of using a private vehicle related
to the functional unit as a function of the distance of use is as follows:
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1) = 𝐼0 + 𝐾2 ∗ 𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑡1

(18)

Where I0 is constant and is equal to the impacts of the manufacture and end of life of the private
vehicle. K2 is also constant and is related only to the impacts of the private vehicle use phase. The
following curve (Figure 40) is thus obtained.

Figure 39 Curve of the impacts of the private vehicle related to the funcional unit

If one studies these curves, one realizes the existence of this threshold of use (see figure below).
Indeed, the coefficient K1 is greater than the coefficient K2 because K2 is related only to the
impacts of the private vehicle use phase, whereas K1 is linked to the full impact of the service
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(manufacture, use and end of life of vehicles and the management fleet). This explains why, for the
functional unit C, it is preferable to use the private vehicle. (See the diagram below Figure 41)

Figure 40 Curves of the impacts of the service and vehicle privated related to the functional unit

5) Sensitivity analysis of parameters
In order to eco-design a car-sharing service, it seems interesting to evaluate the impacts of the
service by varying the input parameters of this service. It seemed pertinent to ask whether the
Emov service would be more environmentally efficient with recharging stations where customers
would bring vehicles back to the end of use rather than a fleet management crew which moves
vehicles into stations. This would reduce the fleet management distance. In addition, it may be
wise to keep C-zero vehicles longer in service before they are sold. Indeed, keeping vehicles longer
in the service will require fewer vehicles over time, but the percentage of allocation for second
use will be less. Below are the two configurations of service envisaged:

Table 18 the two configurations of the service

With:
Distance fleet management: average trip distance for a vehicle for fleet management
T_use1: the duration of the vehicle in the Emov service
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T_use2: the duration of the vehicle outside the Emov service (after the sale)
The other service parameters do not change and are the same for both configurations. For both
configurations, impact allocations related to the second use of Emov vehicles (after-sales) were
taken into account.
The results of the service impacts for the two configurations envisaged are shown below.

Table 19 Results of the impacts of the service for the configuration 1

Table 20 Results of the impacts of the service for the configuration 1

Figure 41 Comparison of the results of impacts between configuration 1 and 2

We note therefore that the impacts for fleet management are much less important for
configuration 2 which is logical. However, it would be interesting to know the impacts associated
with the installation of vehicle charging stations. Indeed, such infrastructures could lead to greater
impacts. Then we see that keeping the vehicles longer in the service (as in configuration 2)
increases the environmental benefits. Nevertheless, this choice would entail additional impacts
related to the maintenance of the vehicles and moreover the service would offer vehicles of lower
quality because they would be older.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion: Discussion & Future work
Firstly, what emerges from these results is the importance of the scenario chosen concerning the
total or partial allocation of the environmental impacts linked to the manufacturing and end-oflife phases of the vehicles in the service. Indeed, from one scenario to the other the results are
very different and it is important to mention this when interpreting these results. It is realized
that by choosing the second scenario (with allocations), the use of the service remains almost all
the time beneficial for the environment except for a certain threshold of use (functional unit C)
regarding the indicator of potential for acidification of air. However, if one chooses the first
scenario by attributing 100% of the impacts of the vehicle life cycle to the service (apart from
after-sales use), the benefit of using the service is much less obvious. Indeed, from a certain use
(functional unit B), it is preferable from an environmental point of view to use a private vehicle in
order to fulfill its urban mobility needs. Nevertheless, the choice of the first scenario seems
aberrant since the impact of the vehicle's manufacture is entirely attributed to the service,
whereas the vehicle only has two years in the service for a lifetime of ten years (eight years out of
service). It is therefore considered preferable to look only at the results of scenario 2 even if this
choice remains subjective.
Regarding the comparison of the electric vehicle with the ICE vehicle, it is also realized that for
two environmental indicators which are the potential for acidification of the air and the potential
for depletion of resources, the electric vehicle is less efficient than the internal combustion vehicle.
This is due to the manufacture of electric vehicle batteries. Since this phase of manufacture is very
impacting, it is important to depreciate it through the use phase. Moreover, this explains the
difference in the results of impacts between the scenario "with allocation"(scenario 2) and the one
"without allocation"(scenario 1), since according to the chosen scenario, the impacts of battery
manufacture are attributed totally or partially to the Emov service.
In addition, it is possible to question the relevance of the comparison of the use of the service with
the use of a private internal combustion vehicle. Indeed, the function of the Emov service is to
provide exclusively urban mobility whereas a private internal combustion vehicle can provide
both urban and extra urban mobility. In this study, the assumption is that the private vehicle meets
only the urban mobility needs of the functional unit. It is therefore not considered that the vehicle
can also be used for carrying out extra-urban mobility needs.
This method is subjective and open to criticism. Indeed, it may appear incorrect to attribute all
the impacts related to manufacturing, logistics, maintenance and end of life to only the use of the
vehicle to carry out the Dutot1 km. The user owning his private vehicle will use his vehicle more
often. Indeed, he will also make extra-urban trips in addition to the urban trips (corresponding to
the distance Dutot1). A question then arises:
How to apply the functional unit to the private ICE vehicle since this vehicle provides both
urban mobility and extra-urban mobility?
To answer this question, it would be relevant to attribute only a fraction of the vehicle life cycle
impacts to the urban mobility needs related to the functional unit. In particular, the functional unit
could be applied to the private internal combustion vehicle by allocating the impacts related to
the extra-urban use of the vehicle to impacts related to urban use. It would be considered that a
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fraction of the impacts of the manufacturing and end-of-life phases of the ICE vehicle would be
linked to the function: "provide extra-urban mobility" and thus that the impacts related to the
functional unit (regarding the urban mobility) would be less. This would lead to a reduction in the
impacts of the use of the private internal combustion vehicle. Consequently, the differences in the
results of the environmental impacts between the use of the service and the private vehicle would
be reduced.
Finally, the final objective of this study was to eco-design the car-sharing service. A final
experiment evaluated the environmental impacts of the service for two different configurations.
The influence of the presence of fleet management and the duration of vehicles within the Emov
service were tested. We have seen that the management of the fleet entailed numerous impacts
that could be avoided thanks to the presence of recharging stations on the road network. However,
it would be necessary to determine the impacts of the installation of such infrastructures to
determine whether it is beneficial for the environment to have these recharging stations. Then it
was seen that keeping the vehicles longer in the Emov service before selling them resulted in
decreases in impacts since this makes it possible to cushion the manufacturing phase of the
vehicles. This decrease could be even greater if the impact of vehicle manufacturing is fully
attributed to the service since the service would require fewer vehicles over the service life and
therefore there would be fewer impacts associated with the manufacture of vehicles. Finally,
knowing that the manufacture of electric vehicles entails significant impacts and that vehicles are
only kept for two years in the service, it would be wise to evaluate the environmental impacts of
the service by offering internal combustion vehicles rather than electric vehicles C-zero to service
customers.

The results of the study are rather satisfactory and in line with the objectives of the study, but
there are still many areas for improvement in the future. One of the next goals would be to make
the model more realistic. For that many points are to work including:
a) A model considering the indirect consequences of car-sharing (see on the state-of-the-art
chapter), such as the rebound effects, the reduction in the number of kilometers traveled by the
users of the service or the reduction in the number of vehicles engendered by the car-sharing.
b) A model that would combine environmental analysis with economic analysis.
c) A more realistic comparison of the use of the service with the use of an ICE private vehicle taking
into account that the ICE vehicle does not only provide urban mobility.
d) The use of the WLTC cycle[30] (new cycle of driving) to replace the old NEDC cycle in order to
have a more realistic consumption of vehicles.
e) Considering the occupancy rate, which may be more important for other car-sharing services
and especially for car-pooling.
f) Considering other sources of environmental impacts of the service such as installation of
charging stations (and consumption) or energy consumption of reservation platforms (computer
servers, smartphones, website, etc.).
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Then it would be interesting to continue the analysis of sensitivity of the parameters by varying
several input parameters of the service and by realizing Monte-Carlo algorithms[31] to determine
the optimal configuration for the environment. The sensitivity of the parameters related to the
choice of vehicle technologies and the design of these vehicles could also be added and analyzed
with the objective of eco-designing the vehicles intended for these services. The idea would be to
implement the existing model in order to optimize the service from an environmental point of
view. This configuration would determine the optimal choice of the technology and the energy
mix of the vehicles of the service and the optimal choice of the parameters of the service.
Finally, in the future, it would be interesting to generalize this methodology of life cycle analysis
to other mobility services. This method could be generalized to other existing mobility services
such as carpooling or to futuristic services such as services using autonomous shuttles. To achieve
this PSA decided to launch a three-year thesis to continue this work from November 2017. The
objective will be to obtain a simulator allowing the environmental analysis of mobility services to
eco-design Services and vehicles for such services.
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